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O. Introduction 

Since the earliest research on parasitic gap (PG) constructions at the close of the 1970s, it 

has been taken for granted that overtdependencies--those involving overtly dislocated 
phrases and their gap&--are necessarY to license PGs. As Engdahl observed in her 

seminal discussion of the chiefproperties ofPG constructions, "It appears to be the actual 

presence of a real gap that licenses a parasitic gap and. not just the presence of a wh-

phrase" (1983:22). Engdahl illustrated this generalization with the contrast in (1): 

(1) a. Which articlel did you file _1 without reading....jlg , 1 
b. *Who filed which article without reading ...Jlg 

I For the most part, Engdahl's generalization has simply been stipulated in theories ofPGs 

(in terms of a licensing condition which holds at s-structure). Several recent attempts 
have been made to account for it without the stipulation of an s-structure condition (Kim . 

and Lyle 1995, Nissenbaum 1998a,b, Nunes 1998). But until now there have not 
appeared grounds for challenging its correctness. 

This paper will present an empirical challenge to Engdahl's generalization. I will 
show that in a well-defined class of cases, PGs can be licensed by wh-in-situ. The paper 

has two main goals. The first is to explain why Engdahl's generalization is correct for the 

overwhelming majority of cases. I will argue that the near total inability of covert 

movement to license PGs can be explained by a simple, independently motivated 

property of grammar-namely, the property that forces extra specifiers to 'tuck in'-

together with facts about the syntax of PG constructions. The second goal is to show that 

this explanation predicts exactly those cases where Engdahl's generalization fails to hold. 

• I am grateful to Danny Fol<, Sabine latridou and David Pesetsky for assistance with this research. 

I also benefited from discussions with Noam Chomsky, Martin Hackl, Norbert Hornstein, Chris Kennedy, 

Richard Larson, Gina Rendon, Norvin Richards, and Maribel Romero. I take sale responsibility fur errors. 
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The argument will proceed as follows. First, I will try to establish the syntactic 

configuration in which PGs are licensed. Two relevant background assumptions adopted 

from previous work are (i) that the islands containing PGs are vP-adjoined null operator 
structures (i.e. semantic predicates) whose open position is available for binding by a 
local OP; and (ii) that the licensing OP (an intermediate trace of wh-movement in the 
canonical case) is in an outer specifier position of vP. The first section will provide 
evidence for the claini that any OP in this configuration--outer specifier/inner adjunct-

not only can, but must license a PG in the adjunct. 

If it could be shown that this configuration can only be derived by overt 

movement of the licensing OP to the outer spec-vP position, we would have an explana-

tion for Engdahl's generalization. The second step of the argument (section 2) consists of 
motivating a general condition on movement: namely, that second (and subsequent) 

movements to a single projection do not extend the tree, but rather 'tuck in' as argued by 
Richards (1998). A consideration of multiple wh-constructions in Bulgarian will illustrate 

the 'tucking in' property of movement (the non-extension condition). I will then show 

that Engdahl's generalization can be explained by this condition, given the syntax 
motivated in section I. It follows from the non-extension condition that the required 
configuration cannot be derived by wh-movement past an adjunct to the outer spec-vP 
position-the wh-phrase would be forced to tuck in below the adjunct, hence would be 

unable to license a PG. Instead, the only derivation that would yield the proper structure 

is one in which the intermediate wh-movement applies first, followed by merger of the 
adjunct below the outer spec position. This derivation is unavailable if the intermediate 

wh-movement is covert (on the assumption that overt operations may not follow covert 

ones). Since merger of the adjunct is overt (it needs to be spelled out), it must precede 

covert wh-movement. But then the non-extension condition will force the covert 
movement to tuck in below the adjunct, where it could not license a PG. 

Finally, I will show (section 3) that a closer examination of the Bulgarian 

multiple-wh facts suggests an interesting consequence of the non-extension condition. An 
ordering puzzle noticed by Boscovic (1995), I will argue, reveals that additional move-

ment possibilities are created when there is more than one node available for a phrase to 

tuck in below. I will show that a consequence of this fact is that in a range of cases PGs 
should be licensed by covert wh-movement.The relevant cases are those in which there 

are two PGs (making the adjunct a two-place predicate). The outer spec-vP position 

(above the adjunct) created by the overt movement provides a 'cover' below which a 

subsequent (covert) movement can tuck in-raising past the adjunct yet stil1 satisfYing 

the non-extension requirement. It is' predicted that this derivation will make the extra PG 
obligatory. Once we look for such cases, we do indeed find PGs licensed by wh-in-situ: 

(2) a. ?Which senator1 did you persuade _I to borrow which carz after getting an 

opponent of-pgl to put a bomb in -pg2 ? 

b. *Which senatorl did you persuade _Ito borrow which carzajler putting a bomb in...n)? 

(3) a. ?Which kid l did you give which candy barz to_I without first telling a parent of _pgl 

about the ingredients in -pg2 ? 
b. *Which kidl didyou give which candy bar, to_, without looking at the ingredients in -po'? 

Covert Movement and Parasitic Gaps 

In addition to the discovery that a long-held assumption about PGs is incorrect, 

this research yields two further results. First, if the explanation for the pattern of overt vs. 
covert licensing of PGs is justified, I will have provided strong evidence for a covert 

component of grammar whose operations follow those of the overt component. Second, 
the new facts provide further evidence for the existence of covert phrasal wh-movement. 

1. The syntactic configuration that licenses Parasitic Gaps 

A solidly established property Of PGs-perhaps their defining property-is that they are 

gaps inside islands which are licensed in certain movement configurations; a movement 
outside the island somehow makes them acceptable. A variety of matrix movements are 

able to license PGs, including interrogative wh-movement (4a), topicalization (4b), 
relativization (4c) and heavy-NP-shift (4d). In languages that allow it, scrambling of an 

NP to the left ofan adverbial licenSes a PG, illustrated for German in (5).1 

(4) a. Which article I did you file_I [withoutreading_tl 
b. John!, I talked to _1 [in order to impress _tl 

c. Mary's the person who! we called _I up [after meeting with_d 

d. John filed _I [without reading _1] a recent article about Amazonian frogs I. 

(5) a. ..,weil der Hans das Formularl [ohne _I vorher auszufullen] _I abgeschrieben hat 
because the H. the form [without _ fIrst to-fill-out] _ copied has 
.... because Hans copied the form without filling it outfirst' 

b.  ...weil der Hans [ohne *(es) vorher auszufiillen] das Formularl abgeschrieben hat 

...*(it) ... 

This section will attempt to establish the necessary and sufficient conditions under which 
PGs are licensed. The central claim to be defended is that all of the above constructions 

have in common a matrix vP configuration which makes the PG not only possible but 
obligatory. The common configuration, illustrated in (6), involves an outer specifier 

(formed by a movement out of the vP) and an inner adjunct. 

vP vP
(6) 

-----::;;--------- Adjunct
XPj   

...ti ...  

1.1. Null operator structures adjoined to vP 

Two important assumptions that will not be defended here (but for which ample 
justification exists in the literature) are that the islands containing PGs are null operator 

structures and that the kinds of clausal adverbials in which PGs are found are adjoined to 
the full (clausal) vP. These assumptions have semantic consequences. The claini that a 

PG is bound by a phonetically empty operator with scope over the island containing it 

(proposed by Chomsky 1986; cf. Browning 1987, Nissenbaum 1998b for further 

I In these and subsequent examples, the PG are distinguished by means of bracketing around the 

islands that contain them, as in ... [ ..._ ...] ... 
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supporting arguments) entails that the island is interpreted as a one-place predicate rather 

than as a clause. Such null operator structures are thus akin to relative clauses (where the 
operator may be either overt or empty), but adjoined to vP rather than to NP. 

1.2.  Movement to spec-vP 

Ifclausal adjuncts like [without reading it] normally modify clausal vPs (see Nissenbaum 

1998b for a sketch of the semantic composition), then there must be an alternative means 

by which a null operator structure--i.e. a predicate--like [Op1without reading _I] is also 

able to compose with the vP. I will adopt the proposal (in its most general form) of 

Nissenbaum (1998a,b) that this semantic composition is made possible by raising of a OP 

to an outer spec-vP position. The consequence of such a movement is to turn the (lower 

segment of) vP into a derived predicate: it is interpreted as a lambda abstract that binds a 

variable in the position of the gap. Composition with the null operator structure is then 

simple, if the stnlcture is the one proposed in (6) (as embellished below). The two 
predicates (lower vP segment and adjunct) compose by predicate modification, and the 

result applies to the raised XP by function application.
2 

vP  vP
(6') 

------:;;----------- Adjunct
XP;   

...t;... 0Pj...pgj...  

I have argued in earlier work that the movements in (4)-(5) create this vP-

configuration (Nissenbaum 1998a,b). For the sake of brevity I will simply assume that 

this is the case, referring the reader to literature in which arguments are given in some 

detail. The short leftward scrambling in (5) and the rightward heavy-NP-shift of (4d), I 
take to be movements to the vP-Ievel position occupied by XP in (6'), abstracting away 

from linear order.3 As for the other movements in (4a-c), I will assume that in each case 
an intermediate step leaves a trace in the position ofXP. Independent arguments for an 

intermediate landing site are presented in Fox (2000), based on scope and binding 

reconstnlction effects (cf. also Chomsky 1998 and Nissenbaum 1998b for additional 

arguments for successive cyclic movement through spec-vP). 

Given these assumptions about the syntax of PG constructions, their semantic 

interpretation is straightforward using a minimal arsenal of independently needed 

interpretive mechanisms (function application, predicate modification, and some form of 
predicate abstraction for interpreting chains). No special semantic rule of chain 

composition is required (cf. ChomSky 1986); as long as the appropriate configuration is 

possible to derive, the existence of PGs is predicted. 

2 For reasons that will soon become clear, I do not adopt Nissenbaum's (1998) assumption that 
lambda-abstraction over the lower vP segment applies at the point in the derivation when the movement 
occurs (follOWing Heim & Kratzer 1998). Instead I will assume that lambda abstraction is simply an 
interpretive reflex of a configuration involving a chain, and that it is implemented as a type-shifting 
operation that raises the semantic type of;ts sister (or the lowest saturated projection of the head of its 

Covert Movement andParasitic Gaps 

1.3.  'Outer specJInner adjunct' configurations and obligatory PGs 

The assumed structure of a sentence like (4a) is shown in (7), embodying the claims I 

have adopted about the syntax ofPGs: that the intermediate trace ofwh-movement in the 

outer vP-specifier position, and the vP-adjunct (a null operator structure) just beneath it, 

are necessary for PG licensing. 

(7) CP 

------ ..
What; ·...., .. vp 

____ vp 

t;  vP ---------- Adjunct 

 ---===-=-
you file t; OPj without PRO reading tj 

The remainder of this section will provide evidence for an even stronger claim: namely 

that this 'outer spec/inner adjunct' configuration makes a PG obligatory. In other words, 
we will see evidence that such a configuration is ill-formed if there is no PG in the 
adjunct. This claim is summarized in (8)4: 

(8)  Any DP in a vP-specifier position that is structurally higher than a (clausal) 

modifier adjoined to the vP must be associated with a parasitic gap in that adjunct. 

Of course, clausal vP-adjuncts do not always contain PGs. However, the condition stated 

in (8) allows an alternative structure in which a OP would not license a PG-namely, a 

structure in which the OP is below the adjunct, as in (9b). 

(9)  a. Ill-jormed: no PG in this structure b. Well-jormed 
vP vP*  vP 

------:;:- Adjunct Adjunct
  i  

...t;... . ..(no PG) ...  ...t;... .. .(no PG) ... 

Predictions: The twin claims that any sentence in which a vP-adjunct contains a PG will 

have the stnlcture (6'), while any sentence in which a vP-adjunct does not contain a PG 

will instead have the structure (9b), yield testable predictions. In the case of wh-move-

ment in English, we cannot hope to [md direct evidence to pinpoint the position of an 

intennediate trace. However, it is possible to use indirect evidence from stacked adjuncts 

and (with plausibleass\lfIlptions) extraposition. But we can begin with more direct 
evidence for (8), from a construction in which the intermediate position is pronounced. 

Heavy NP Shift: Larson (l988a) observed that although HNPS licenses PGs, an NP 

cannot shift to the right of an adjunct with a pronoun instead of a PG-{)r for that marter, 

4 I assume that this condition is a direct consequence of the semantic mechanism of predicate 
sister, if these are not identical) from <t> to <e,t>. Thanks are due to Maribel Romero for discussion. 

3 This is independent of the question whether HNPS is a rightward movement or instead a 

sequence of lettward movements as proposed by Kayne 1998 (following work by Larson 1988). For 
discussion see Nissenbaum (1999). 

I 
I 

I 

abstraction, once the lalter is spelled out fonnally along the lines sketched in footnote 2. If lambda-
abstraction type-shifts the lowest (saturated) segment of vP, an adjunct will have to have an open argument 
position in order to compose with it. 
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to the right of any similar adjunct that contains no PG.
5 

(Examples (10)-(11) are adapted 

from Larson I988a.) On the other hand, (12) shows that the same adjuncts (without PGs) 

may appear to the right ofan NP that has undergone HNPS past a non-clausal adverbial.
6 

(I 0) a. John filed _I [without reading _d a recent article about Amazonian frogs l 
b.*Johnfiled _I [without reading itJl a recent article about Amazonianfrogsl 

c.*John filed _I [without reading your e-maill a recent article about Amazonian 

frogsl 
(11)a. I hired _1 [without interviewing _d Mary's favorite uncle from Cleveland I 

b.*] hired _I [without interviewing himI] Mary'sjavorite uncle from Clevelandl 
c.*] hired _I [without talking to the chair] Mary'sjavorite uncle from Clevelandl 

I

.: 
! 

(12) a. John filed _I in the top drawer a recent article about Amazonian frogsl [without 

reading it / *_] 
b. I  hired _I with no hesitation Mary's favorite uncle from Cleveland! [without 

interviewing him / *_] 

This paradigm appears to provide direct confirmation of the prediction: if the shifted NP 

is higher than the clausal vP-adjunct, a PG is obligatory, while a shifted NP lower than 

the adjunct fails to license a PG. 

(9') a Il/-formed with no PG in this structure b. Well-formed 

vp--_____ * 
vP  

vP xp Adjunct
vP -------- Adjunct Xp .L:::::::,. j  

...tj... .. .(no PG) ... ...tj... ...(noPG)... 
.L:::::::,.  i 

Extraposition: Fox and Nissenbaum (1999) argued that relative clause extraposition 

(from non-subject NPs) marks the position of a covert movement. This movement is 

therefore just like HNPS, except that only part of the NP-the relative clause--is 

pronounced in the shifted position.7 If extraposition from a VP-internal wh-phrase 

behaves similarly-in this case, marking the position of the intermediate trace in spec-

vP-we would expect contrasts similar to those above. 

As above, the results appear to bear out the prediction. Extraposition of a relative 

clause from a moved wh-phrase, past a clausal adjunct, requires a PG (as shown by the 

acceptability of the (a) examples  as compared with the (b) and (c) examples). 

, Cf. also Engdahl (1983), who noticed the same pattern but pointed out that some speakers find 

the PG.)ess examples acceptable. I believe the contrasts are real, but that the deviance ofexamples like (10-

ll)b.,c. can be neutralized with a strong pause (and 'comma intonation') between the adjunct and the 

shifted NP. The crucial fact, however, is that (I Oa)·(11 a) can be pronounced withou! any hint ofa pause, 

while the b. and c. examples, if acceptable at all, require one. 
6 These non.dausal advetbials are ofthe type that Larson 1988b argued to be low in the VP. 

7 Note that the conclusion reached by Fox and Nissenbaum 1999-that there is no 'covert 

component' .ofthe grammar-is at odds with a central result of the present study. This is an interesting case 

in which different domains appear to yield conflicting results. As always, one hopes that further investiga-

,tion will allow a resolution of the issue. For present purposes, I will assume only that relative-<:lause extra· 

position marks a movement site, without  the stronger conclusion. cr. Gueron and May (1984). 

(13) a.  Who] did you praise _1 [in order to impress _d[that teaches literature at Harvard] 

b.*Whol did you praise_1 [in order to impress him][that teaches literature at 
Harvard] 

c*Who I did you praise _I [in order to surprise me][that teaches literature at 
Harvard] 

(14)a.?Whatfilml would you see_I [if I could get tickets for _d[that John recommended] 

b.*What filml wouldyou see_I [if] could get tickets jor it] [that John recommended] 

c.*Whatfilml wouldyou see_I [ifit doesn't rain] [that John recommended] 

On the other hand, an extraposed relative clause that appears to the left of a clausal vP-

adjunct, as in (15)-(16), does not allow a PG but is acceptable without one. 

(15) a. *Who l did you praise_I [that teaches literature at Harvard][in order to impress _] 

b.  Whol did you praise_1[that teaches literature atHarvard][in order to impress him] 

c.  Who 1did you praise_I [that teaches literature at Harvard][in order to surprise me] 

(16) a. *What film/would you see_I [that John recommended][ifI could get tickets for_ ] 

b. What film1would you see_1 [that John recommended] [ifI could get tickets for it] 

 What filmlwould you see_I [that John recommended] [if it doesn't rain] 

The pattern in (13);(16) would be explained on the assumption that the extraposition is 

marking the site of an intermediate trace, together with the claim in (8). And the pattern 
would be strikingly unexpected otherwise. 

Stacked vP-adjuncts: The final test for the claim that an intermediate trace needs to be 

above an adjunct in order to license a PG, and below it in order not to, involves wh-

movement out of a vP modified by more than one clausal adjunct. Examples (17) and 

(18) show, respectively, that both adjuncts may contain PGs, and both may lack them. 

(17) a.  Who l did you praise _I to the sky [after criticizing _l][in order to surprise _d? 

b. Who l will you hire _I [without interviewing _l][if John recommends _I]? 

(18)a.  Who1 did you praise _I to the sky [after criticizing him][in order to surprise the 

poorman]? 

b. Who l will you hire _I [without interviewing him][if John recommends him]? 

However, an asymmetry appears in such sentences if just one of the two adjuncts 

contains a PG: it must be the iJmermost (19). Sentences in which only the outermost 

adjunct contains a PG are unacceptable (20): 

(l9)a.  Who l did you praise _\ to the sky [after criticizing _d[in order to surprise bim]? 

b. Who l will you hire _I [without interviewing _d[if John recommends him]? 

(20)a. *Whol did you praise _I to the sky [after criticizing him][in order to surprise _d? 

b. *Who\ will you hire _I [without interviewing bim](if John recommends _I]? 
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This asyIIUTIetric pattern suggests that the intermediate trace of wh-movement can appear 

either above or below one or both of two vP-adjuncts--and whatever adjuncts happen to 
be in its scope must contain POs (while adjuncts that outscope it must not). The one 

impossible structure to derive is the one that would license a PO just in the outer adjunct. 

We thus have three kinds of evidence for the claim that the 'outer spec/irmer 

adjunct' configuration forces the appearance of POs. Moreover, the extraposition and 

stacked-adjunct tests provide strong support for the hypothesis that it is the intermediate 

trace of wh-movement that is crucial for PO-licensing. Ifwh-movement to spec--CP were 

alone sufficient, the deviant examples in (15), (16) and (20) would be quite puzzling. 

2.  Deriving Engdahl's generalization 

So far we have seen evidence that POs are licensed by a local DP in an outer vP-specifier 

position above the adjuncts that contain them. If it could be demonstrated that this 

configuration can only be derived by overt movement, we would derive the generaliza-

tion that only overt movement licenses POs. To the extent that this generalization is 

correct-as it appears to be for the vast majority ofcases-a theory of grammar ought to 

explain it. The goal of this section is to argue that Engdahl's generalization is explained 

by a general constraint on movement that forces the-'outer spec/inner adjunct' configura-

tion to be derived in the overt syntax. Evidence for this constraint comes from a 
consideration ofmultiple interrogatives in Bulgarian, to which we tum next. 

2.1.  Bulgarian multiple-wh questions and the non-extension condition 

Bulgarian is a multiple-wh-fronting language: all wh-phrases appear at the left edge of the 

interrogative clause (21). Moreover, the ordering of the two wh-phrases is rigid. The one 

whose base position is higher must appear first, as show by the unacceptability of (22). 

(21)  Kogo kakvo e pita! Ivan (Examples from Bokovic 1995, cited in Richards 1997) 

whom what AUX asked Ivan 

'Who did Ivan ask what?' 

(22) ?*Kakvo kogo e  pita! Ivan 
what whom AUX asked Ivan  

?* 'What did Ivan ask who?'  

Richards (1997), following Rudin (1985), saw the rigid order of the wh-phrases as 

evidence for the Superiority condition (stated, in terms of a theory of attraction-driven 

movement, as a requirement that the closest wh-phrase must be attracted first). Richards 

proposed that the parallel order of wh-phrases and their gaps is explained by Superiority 

together with an additional assumption that the second movement 'tucks in' below the 

position of the first: 

(23)  KOgOI kakv02 e pita! Ivan ... _1 2 (Modified from Pesetsley 1999) 

whom wjat AUX asked Ivan I 

Covert Movement and Parasitic Gaps 

Richards supported the generalization that consecutive movements tuck in with facts 

from a number of other languages. I will assume that it is correct. However, I will depart 

from Richards' account for the phenomenon, taking it to be more general than he claimed. 

I will argue that the 'tucking in' generalization is statable as a non-extension condition: 

(24)  Non-extension condition: Movement may not extend the tree if an alternative 

exists (it must tuck in below the outermost segment whenever possibles). 

In other words, 'tucking in' is the consequence of a preference for non-extending 

movements. I will argue in the next sub-section that this generalization is broader than 

just multiple specifiers-movement carmot extend past adjuncts either. 

2.2.  'Tucking in' explains why covert movements don't (normally) license PGs 

I presented an array of evidence suggesting that parasitic gaps are licensed in the 'outer 

spec/inner adjunct' configuration illustrated in (6'). Now I will argue that from the Non-

extension condition (24) it follows that (6') can be created only if movement of XP is 

overt. Suppose the derivation has progressed to the point of merging the vP with an 

adjunct, and that the next step is raising of an XP to a spec-vP position. Raising of XP 

past the adjunct will be blocked by the non-extension condition; the XP will be forced 

instead to tuck in below the adjunct-a position from which it will fail to license the PO. 

(25)  vP 

 

Non-extension condition (24) prohibitsvP 
movement ofXP above the adjunct 

-------=---vP AcJjuncl 

XP;  Op ...pg... 
 

If (24) will always block movement from forming the proper configuration, the question 

arises how a PO could ever be licensed. An alternative derivation provides an answer: 

Nothing blocks XP from raising to spec--vP prior to merger of the adjunct (26a). The right 

configuration can then be created by merging the adjunct below XP (26b). 

(26) a  raising ofXP b. merger ofacijunct below XP 
vP vP 

   
XP1  ;  

. ..t; ... ...tj... Op ...pg... 

This derivation will work for sentences with overt movement. However, on the assump-

tion that overt operations precede covert ones, it will foIlow that an instance of covert wh-

• It is obviously nol possible for this preference principle to be satisfied by every movement; for 
example first movements generally bave to extend the tree in order to raise past the attracting head. In 
addition, on the assumption that the vP-level 'object shift' position is above the internal subject position in 
spec-vP, movement to the 'outer spec' position evidently extends the vP. This is plausibly due to a 
constraint against disrupting the thematic relation between a  assigner and its argument. 

"Whenever possible" in (24) should be understood as including adjuncti and (non-thematic) specifiers. 

I 

I 

J  
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movement like that in (27) cannot have the derivation in (26). The reason is that merger 

of the adjunct is an overt operation-it needs to be spelled out-hence it must precede 

wh-movement. And then, as was the case in (25), the non-extension condition (24) will 
force what to tuck in below the adjunct: 

(27)  *Who filed what. [without reading..J 

CP 
(28) 

  

Who I /  Adjwu;t  

 

t ...tl ... Whatz Op...pg... 

* -' 

3.  Predicting the cases where Engdahl's generalization fails to hold 

I argued in the last section that a non-extension condition prohibits tree-extending 
movements past adjuncts and (non-thematic) specifiers. The argument was based on a 
demonstration that a condition of this sort derives Engdahl's generalization. In this 

section I will provide further support for the non-extension condition. by showing that an 
interesting prediction is borne out. Namely, Engdahl's generalization is predicted to break 
down in a restricted domain of cases involving multiple wh-movement from inside vP. 

3.1.  A Bulgarian word order puzzle, and a simple solution 

Boscovic (1995, 1997) noticed an interesting word order puzzle in Bulgarian. While the 
order of two wh-phrases is rigid, the order of more than two wh-phrases is not. When a 
Bulgarian multiple interrogative contains three wh-phrases, Whz and Wh3 may be freely 
ordered. 

(29)a.  [Wh] Whz Wh3 t] 12 t3] 
b. [Whl Wh3 Whz t] tz h] 

(30) a.  Koj Kogo kakvo e pita! (examples from Bo'covil; 1997) 

who whom what AUX asked 

b. Koj Kakvo kogo e pita! 
who what whom AUX asked  
'Who asked whom what?' '.  

A number of proposals have been advanced to account for this fact. Boscovic (1997) 
argued that only the highest of the wh-phrases moves to spec-CP; the others adjoin to a 
lower projection and are not constrained by Superiority. Richards (1998) proposed 
instead that a general property of grammatical dependencies allows constraints like 

Superiority to be ignored for second and subsequent movements (his Principle of 

Minimal Compliance). 
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These proposals have in common an assumption that the lesson from Boscovic's 
word order puzzle is that the Superiority condition constrains only the first movement, 
and not the next two. 

However, we need not make that assumption. Another solution--Qne that does 
not assume Superiority is ever relaxed-is provided by the non-extension condition. I 
argued that the rigid ordering of two wh-phrases follows from Superiority and non-

extension because the second mover always tucks in below the first moved phrase. But 

the free ordering of wh2 and wh3 would also follow from these two conditions. 
Superiority will always force whz to move second, and non-extension will force it to tuck 
in below Whl. But the third mover-wh,.....will have two options. It can tuck in below 
both wh1 and whz; alternatively, it can sandwich in between·wh1 and wh;z-a move that 
would not extend the tree. These two possibilities are illustrated in (31b,c): 

(31) a. first two movements of(30a, b) 

Koj] kogoz e pital _1 ... ....2 kakv03 

who .whom AUX asked I J what 
.,. t 

J third movement: two options \ 
b. or c. 

Koj I kogoz kakv03 e pita! _I .. · _Z_3 Kogo l kakv03 kogoz e pita! _I ....2_3 

who whom whf AUX asked I who  whom AUX asked I 

3.2.  A $ulgarian strategy' for multiple parasitic gaps in English 

In section 2, r argued that the non-extension condition (24) underlies two very different 
phenomena: the parallel order of wh-phrases and their gaps in Bulgarian double inter-
rogatives, and Engdahl's generalization that covert movements don't license PGs. 

However, in the last sub-section we saw that the same condition predicts a case where the 

rigid ordering is relaxed in Bulgarian. I will now show that in exactly the same way, the 
non-extension condition predicts a break-down of Engdahl's generalization. In short, it is 
predicted that Engdahl's generalization will fail when a 'Bulgarian strategy' is possible. 

Suppose there are two wh-phrases internal to a vP modified by an adjunct-both 

of which will raise to intermediate spec-vP positions, one of them overtly. If the overt 
wh-movement precedes merger of the adjunct (to form an outer-spec/inner adjunct 
configuration), then the derivation should have two possible continuations, parallel to 
Bulgarian triple-wh-questions. The wh-in-situ will be able either to tuck in below the 

adjunct, or to raise past it to a position below the outer specifier. These options are 
illustrated in (32b,c). 
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(32) a. First: Overt movement of Wh} and then merger of the adjunct Gust like (26a,b» 
VI' yp 

 ----.il..  Adjunct
I   

... tl ...Whz... ...tl ...Whz... Op ...pg... 

b.  Whz tucks in below the adjunct OR c. Whz tucks in below Wh}, 

but the adjunct 

vP vP  vp_______ vP 

 .
Whl W vP------.A<!Junct 

z  --=====---==-  = 
t ...t;...  0pI... pgl L:!03 °PIOpz...pgl .. ·Pgz 

The step illustrated in (32c) is the continuation of interest. If this derivation is chosen, 
then the adjunct can-in fact, must-contain two PGs, by the generalization (8): We 

have already seen relatively acceptable examples of the kind of sentence predicted by this 

derivation, repeated below as (33a,b). 

(33) a. ?Which senatorl did you persuade _I to borrow which carz 

[after getting an opponent of_I to put a bomb in ....2]? 

b. ?Which kidl did you give which candy barz to_1 

[without first speaking with _I about the ingredients in ....2)? 

An alternative derivation is predicted to exist as well, reflected in (32b). If this 

derivation is chosen instead, the adjunct will not be interpretable with two po.. However 

it will be interpretable with just one PG, licensed by the overtly raised wh-phrase
1o

: 

(34) a. ?Which senatorl did you persuade _1 to borrow which car2 [after talking to _I for 

an hour] 

b. ?Which kidl did you give which candy harz to _I [in order to impress _d? 

On the other hand, there should be no W0' to license a single PG associated with the wh-

in-situ. This prediction, too, seems jo be borne out: 

(35)a. -Which of you _ persuaded a senator to borrow which carz [after putting a bomb 

in_z] 

b.-Which of you gave a kid which candy barz [without first telling him about the 

ingredients in _z)? 

9 And ultimately reducing to the fact that the lowest vP segment will be interpreted as a two-place 
predicate by the rule oflambda abstraction sketched in f001ll0t08 2 and 4. 

10 Semantic composition would be straightforward. While the lowest vP-segment would be a two-
pl.ce predicate, the outermost argument position (the lambda-abstract over the gap left by the second 
movement) would be bound immediately by ,the intermediate trace of wh2. leaving a one-place predicate. 

Covert Movement andParasitic Gaps 

Interestingly, it seems that the order of the PGs has to mimic the surface order of the two 

wh-phrases, suggested by the contrast between (33) and (36).This is exactly what is 

predicted given that the empty operator movements in the adjunct will be subject to the 

same constraints (Superiority and non-extension) as the movements in the matrix. 

(36) a. *Which carl did you lend_I to which senatorz [after getting an opponent of....2 to 

put a bomb in _I) 

b.*Which  kid 1 did you give which candy barz to _I [without mentioning the 

ingredients in ....2 to a parent of _d . 

. A further prediction is that the 'extra' PG must be in the same island as the 'first' one 

(37). This follows from principles of semantic composition: the vP is a two-place 

predicate while each of the adjuncts is a one-place predicate, so composition will be 

impossible. 

(37) a. *Which senatorl did you persuade _I to buy which car2 [after talking to _I][without 

fIXing _I first] 

b.*Which kidl did you give which candy barz to _1 [without talking to _d[in order to 

get rid of ....2]? 

I conclude this section with a few more examples of 'extra' Po. licensed by wh-in-situ: 

(38) a.?Who did you talk to_about reviewing which article [after showing a colleague of_ 

several examples in .J 

* Who _ talked to you about reviewing which article [after discussing several 

examples in .J 

* Who did you talk to_about reViewing which article [qfier showing a colleague 

several examples in.J 

b. ?Who did you invite_ to which department [in order to introduce _ to people who. 

workfor.J 

* Who _ invitedyou to which department [in order to introduce you to people who 

workfor .J 

* Who did you invite _ to which department [in order to introduce him to people 

who workfor .J 

c. ?Which bookl did you give_to which student [without first showing_to friends of.J 

* Who _gave a book to which student [withoutftrst showing it to friends of.J 

* Which book didyou give_to which student [withoutfirst showing it to friends of.J 

d. ?Which actor did they assign which role to_[without even asking _ifhe wanted J 
* Which actor _ was assignedwhich role [without even s0'ing he wanted.J 
* Which actor did they assign which role to _ [without even knowing ifhe wanted.J 

e. ? Who did you put _ in which office [before talking to _ about the furniture in .J 

* Who ptpeople in which office [before talking to anyone about the fUrniture in.J 

- Who didyou puUn which office [before ta/lcing to anyone about the furniture in.J 
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4 Conclusions 

This paper presented new facts that topple a long-standing assumption about parasitic gap 
constructions: it was shown that in a well-defined class of cases PGs are licensed by wh-

in-situ. These facts imply that all previous accounts for the supposed inability of covert 
movement to license PGs cannot be correct. An alternative theory was proposed which, 

on the basis of independently attested generalizations, predicts the existence of PGs 
licensed by covert movement, in exactly the environments in which they seem to appear. 

Specifically, it was argued that PGs are licensed in an oUter-specifierlinner-adjunct con-

figuration, based primarily on semantic considerations and with supporting evidence 

from heavy-NP-shift, extraposition and stacked vP-adjuncts. The near total absence of 
PGs licensed by covert movement was then argued to follow from a generalization about 
movement motivated on grounds quite independent of PG constructions-namely that 
movements 'tuck in' below the outermost segment of a projection when this doesn't 

disrupt thematic relations. Given this generalization, movement cannot proceed past a vP-

adjunct to the outer specifier position to create the configuration needed for PG-licensing. 

Instead, the outer specifier/inner adjunct configuration must be derived first by movement 
of the licensing DP to spec-vP, then by merger of the adjunct immediately below. Since 
merger of an adjunct is an overt operation (it is pronOunced), the immediately prior 
movement to spec-vP must also be overt. One exception is predicted, however: a 

derivation that involves multiple movements to spec-vP. If an overt movement is 
followed by adjunct merger just below the root (yielding the proper configuration for PG-

licensing), then a subsequent (covert) movement should be able to raise past the adjunct 
without violating the 'tucking in' generalization-the covert movement can merge below 

the outer specifier but above the adjunct. Such a configuration should require two PGs in 
the adjunct. . 

Finally, to the extent that this explanation for the pattern of overt vs. covert 

licensing of PGs is justified, we have evidence of a quite compelling nature for a covert 
component ofgrammar whose operations follow those of the overt component. 
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